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If you feel insecure about your hair after giving birth, you’re not alone! Although changes to 
your regular maintenance routine and shifts in hormonal balances may have caused your hair 
to undergo a few changes, the right hair products can help you refresh your locks and begin to 
feel like your old self again.  
 

 
 
UNITE Hair was founded on the belief that you can get the hair you want with the hair you 
have—without having to choose between clean formulas and effective products. Check out 
three ways UNITE products can help you deal with hair insecurities related to the postpartum 
phase.  
 
Get Back to Your Brightest Self 
 
Whether you decided to forgo coloring your hair while pregnant or continued to color-treat it, 
there’s a good chance your color routine has taken a back seat during this phase of your life. 
Whether you pop back into the salon for a quick highlight or go back to blonde, you’ll feel more 
like yourself with a little boost of radiance.  
 
As a new mom, you have a lot on your plate. Fortunately, the UNITE Hair BLONDA™ Toning 
System makes it easy to find everything you need to maintain your light locks in one stop, from 
a toning purple shampoo to a non-toning daily purple conditioner.  

https://unitehair.com/products/blonda-toning-shampoo
https://unitehair.com/


 
Bump Up the Volume  
 
Hair loss is an incredibly common—and temporary—part of the postpartum experience. 
Although many women notice hair thinning or loss during the first few months after giving 
birth, most regain their hair’s natural fullness over time. However, the right texturizing and 
volumizing products can help you regain confidence in your locks in the meantime.  
 
For Wet Hair: On days when you have a little more time, heat dry your hair with the BOOSTA™ 
Volumizing Spray by UNITE to add sleek, weightless volume to your locks. UNITE’s BOOSTA™ 
Volumizing System is designed to add volume and a healthy sheen to thin, fine hair, making it 
the perfect product line for women dealing with shedding after giving birth. To add fullness and 
body to your hair, simply spritz this thermal protection-infused formula directly to your roots 
before drying and styling.  
 
For Dry Hair: As a new mom, finding the time to wash, dry, and style your hair may seem like a 
hilariously far-fetched fantasy. For a quick and easy way to revive thin or fine hair, try the 
TEXTURIZA™ Spray from UNITE. This talc-free hair texturizer helps you create touchably 
tousled, voluminous hair in seconds. Simply apply this finishing spray to dry hair for defined, 
lively locks. 
 
While a dip in confidence after pregnancy is incredibly normal, you deserve to feel beautiful 
during this cherished, brief period. For effective, confidence-boosting products to help you 
manage all of the twists and turns that come with navigating postpartum hair, turn to UNITE. 
 
For efficient, high-quality hair products all moms will love, visit https://unitehair.com/ 
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/4dUJCLz  
 

 

https://unitehair.com/products/boosta-volumizing-spray
https://unitehair.com/products/texturiza-spray
https://unitehair.com/
https://bit.ly/4dUJCLz

